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ABST RACT 

In-seam eismic methods fo r geophysical urvey in coal mines have been considerably improved using 
digital recording techniques, a geophone sy tem with two horizontal components, and digi tal processing 
methods. 

In this paper we di cus special techniques for velocity analysis and migration which utilize both 
horizontal components and take the vector propertie of the recorded wavefield into account. A novel 
migration scheme i compared to a convent ional Huygen -Kirchhoffsummation procedure. The e metho.ds 
a sist in a more reliable ana lysis and interpretation of in-seam seismic data. 

I T ROD UCTIO 

In- eam ei mology has experienced considerable development since the fundamental 
work of Krey in 1962 (Krey, 1963). Only in 1977 when a digital recording unit became 
available for u e within ruines (Klar and Ametzl, 1978) could the great advantages 
of digital techniques and digital processing methods be exploited for in-seam surveys. 
Since then ubstantial improvement was achieved with the new digital recording system 
and with a new geophone system compri ing two horizontal components. 

In this contribution we focus our attention on two area of proce ing which are of 
the utmo t importance for the analysi and interpretation of sei mic data: velocity 
analy is and migration. The described methods make u e of both horizontal com
ponents and therefore take the vector properties ofthe recorded wavefield into account. 

In the fir t part of this paper a technique for velocity analysis which combines a 
imple tacking procedure and an imaging principle is di cussed. This technique lends 

it elf to a quantitative de cription of the recorded channel waves. 
In the second part we develop a novel approach to migration of in-seam wave 

and compare it to a method de cribed by Ma on et al (1980). 

VELOCITY A AL YSIS WITH TWO COMPO E TS 

A reliable determination of velocities is an important step in the processing of seismic 
data. Here it i the Airy-pha e group velocity of the fundamental Love mode of 
guided channel wave which has to be determined. From transmission data this veloc
ity can be obtained using a method which i illustrated in figure 1. 

The shot is recorded by geophones 1 to N set up along a line. The orientation of 
the X- and Y-components is indicated. For the analysis the components are rotated 
in order to eparate compressional and hear arrivals : y* points towards the hot and 
mainly record compre ional arrivals, X* is oriented perpendicular to y* and there
fore predominantly contain hear wave . The distance R j between shot and receiver 
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Figure 1 Velocity analysis of two component tran mi ion data 

number i can be easily computed from the geometry of the experiment. For a given 
velocity v, the arrival time toi is computed at which a hypothetical wave travelling at 
this velocity would reach the i th geophone. The amplitude of the envelope of the 
rota ted traces is summed over a specific time window starting at tOi ' This sum is then 
stacked for all geophones and yields a number: MAP (v). This summation is formed 
independently over envelopes ofX*-traces and ofY*-traces. The procedure is repeated 
for a range of velocities. The MAP-function obtained from the X*-traces gives the 
S-image, the summation over the Y*-traces gives the P-image. The term "image" is 
chosen as we are attempting to reconstruct the shotpoint with different velocities and 
with different types of waves: maxima in this MAP-function indicate that a coherent 
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Figure 3 Plan view of in-seam seismic survey 
Transmission hot IV recorded at geophone po ition 27 to 50. Reflection survey along the geophone line. 

image is formed. The procedure can be described as a signal stack as we are attempting 
to tack arrivals along the geophone line: the MAP-function i used as a measure of 
coherency. 

An example is shown in figure 2; the plan in figure 3 depicts the geometry. Here the 
traces recorded at the geophone positions 27 to 50 from shot IV were analyzed using 
velocities from 800 to 5000 m/s (in constant steps of 50 m/s). The left part of figure 1 
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show the S- and P-image obtained from unfiltered trace. Three maxima tand out 
c1early. The maximum at 1100 m/ (CH) i produced by the Airy-pha e, the channel 
phase which is of foremo t intere t in in- eam sei mics. The maximum marked by S 
represents the shear-wave arrival. The P-maximum i cau ed by the direct compre ional 
wave. The velocity at thi last maximum doe not give the velocity of compre ional 
waves in the urrounding rock a thi method use the group velocity. The pha e veloc
ity of P-wave in the rock might be defined at the point where the MAP-function 
tart to rise (here around 4400 mf ). The relative height of the CH- and P-peak 

indicate that a eparation of shear-waves and compres ional waves has to some degree 
been achieved. 

The right part of figure 2 shows the S- and P-image obtained from filtered trace . 
The frequency band range from 400 to 600 Hz and enc10 e the band of the Airy
phase. It apparently exc1udes the band of the P-wave. 

The MAP-function contain more information than ju t velocity. They can be 
used to analyze filter test in order to define the frequency band of the Airy-pha e. 
The ratio of the S-image at the velocity of the Airy-pha e to the P-image at the 
velocity of the maximum of the P-group wa found to represent a mea ure weH 
uited for a quantitative analy i . Table 1 contain this ratio for a number of pa 

bands. The frequency band 400--600 Hz wa given preference over 400--800 Hz not 
only becau e the ratio i lightly larger but al 0 becau e the average noise level (the 
value of the MAP-function for velocitie greater than 4500 m/ and maUer than 
1000 m/ ) wa lower. 

Filter (Hz) Ratio 

none 0.818 
100- 800 0.808 
200- 800 0.772 
300- 800 0.653 
400- 800 2.563 

100- 600 0.871 
200--600 0.825 
300- 600 0.726 
400- 600 2.674 

Table 1 : Ratio SMAP (Airy-pha e) /PMAP (P-group) 

The ratio of these two values of the MAP-function can be used a a quantitative 
mea ure of the Airy-pha e. A thi pha e contain information of change in the 
seam properties and other di turbances (minor fault, wa hout etc.) encountered 
along the path, a numerical compari on of the Airy-phase to the P-wave hould aid 
in estimating the magnitude of uch di turbance . Such an application i pre ently 
being inve tigated. 
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MIGRATrO WITH TWO COMPO E TS 

The good re ults obtained from polarization analysis of in- eam data (Millahn 
and Arnetzl, 1979) performed in the time domain with a method described by 
Montalbetti and Kanasewich (1970), prompted the development of a simple 
migration procedure which utilizes the output from polarization analysis. 

The analysi of the two horizontal components yields two time functions: the 
rectilinearity and the angle function. Rectilinearity repre ent a mea ure of the 
degree of linear polarization of the recorded motion. The angle function gives 
the angle between the direction defined by the X-component and the axis of 
preferential orientation of the data points in a specific time window and, in most 
cases, is a reliable indicator of the direction of arrival. 

It is the angle function wh ich is exploited in the described method. It inherent 
ambiguity - one cannot discern between a compressional arrival from direction <p 

and a shear arrival from <p ± nl2 - cannot be overcome without additional infor
mation or as umption . A we are interested in mapping reflected channel waves, 
we usually ass urne that the angle function represents shear-waves within the time 
window chosen for migration. 

The ba ic tep are illu trated in figure 4. One backpropagate traight rays 
into the direction they arrived from, i. e. a ray i constructed which tarts at the 
position of the recording geophone and leaves under the angle <p, prescribed by 

MIGRAT ION PROCEDURE 

V-COMP. 

-90. L-----------------~------~----~~~----------------~----~ 
o 50 ms SHOT GEOPHONE 

Figure 4 Migration with two components after polarization analy is (für a de criptiün ee text) 

the angle function; its length R being given by the product of the travel time t, at 
which the angle is picked, and an average velocity (here the velocity is determined 
in the analysis previously discussed). The endpoint of the ray define the hot image 
(or the shotpoint if tran mission data are to be migrated). 
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A uming that the reflecting element run reetilinearly within the triangle defmed 
by the shot, geophone and shot image, one ean easily eon truet the refleetion 
point where thi partieular ray wa refleeted. A uitably averaged mea ure ot ~raee 
amplitude at travel time t i a signed to the grid cell whieh contain the 
refleetion point. Thi procedure i repeated for all ample within a peeified time 
window, the result being a distribution of amplitudes whieh ean be interpreted 
as a probability density of the presenee of refleetors or eatterer in the eoal 
panel. Map of different hot-geophone pair ean be taeked. 

Error in the determination of the imaging velocity and in the angle funetion 
ean easily be taken into aeeount by assigning the amplitude not only to the reflee
tion point, but also to all points within a trapezium the centre of whieh i formed 
by the reflection point. It exten ion along the ray i determined by the error 
in velocity (transforrned to error in distance) and its width perpendieular to the 
ray is defmed by the error in angle. Other defmitions eould be invented, but the 
one chosen ha the advantage of being eomputationally very simple. 

Error in velocity /). v of 5 % and error in angle /). <p of 3 to 5 degree have 
been found to yield ufficient and physieally reasonable smoothing of the 
amplitude map. Several measures of traee amplitudes were eompared: ab olute 
or quared amplitudes, envelope with different averaging width . All . of the e 
yielded nearly the ame re ult; no pecifie improvement in re olution or map 
quality eould be found. 

LAG- U M PROCE SI G 

Another method for migrating in- eam eisrnie da ta has been di eus ed by 
Mason et al (1980a). Their method called '~ elliptical lag and um proces ing" 
(ELS) i a Huygen -KirehhofT summation proeedure. Into a given grid eell we map 
a measure of traee amplitudes picked at the time which a hypothetical wave would 
need to travel with velocity v from the hot to the grid cell and thenee to the 
geophone. Amplitude are distributed along elliptieal eurve of eon tant travel 
time. Ma on et al (1980 b) give a more detailed de eription of the procedure. The 
method was adapted for two components by a light modification: the eomponents 
can be rotated towards eaeh partieular grid cell. Once again, the ·directional 
ambiguity of the two-eomponent y tem ha to be taken into account. 

Smoothing was introdueed by choo ing the time window for averaging amplitude 
in such a way that the rays from the shot to every point in the grid element, and 
thenee to the geophone, are con idered. 

COMPARISO OF THE TWO METHODS 

The migration procedures de eribed in the previou ection were eompared 
u ing part of the reflection urvey hown in figure 3. The aim of the urvey wa 
to find out whether the fault encountered in gallery 2 and at the end of gallery 1 
eontinued to the right. 
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For migration 50 traces from the left part of the line were taken. Figure 5 hows 
the result of migration after polarization analysis. Migration velocity and bandpa s 
filter were determined in the velocity analysi already di cu ed. 

From the 50 proce ed trace 50 individual map re ulted . The e map were 
normalized and stacked to form the map hown in figure 5. The final tack was 
again normalized to a value of 100 and contoured. For a proper evaluation of the 
quality of the maps the amplitude are in pected before normalization . 

Two conspicuous feature of the map will now be analyzed: the anomaly to the 
left of gallery 1 and the elongated anomaly wh ich parallel the roadway at a 
distance of about 70 m. The anomaly to the left of gallery 1 i caused by the 
reflection of channel wave from the gallery. The po ition of the amplitude maximum 
does not coincide with the right-hand wall of the gallery, a the propagation 
velocity in coal weakened by mining activitie i different from the velocity in 
undi turbed coal, i. e. this anomaly was mapped with an incorrect velocity . 

The elongated anomaly does not coincide with the continuation of the fault 
encountered at the end of gallery 1 ( ee fig. 3). Apparently we mapped a reflection 

MIGRAT ION WI TH TWO COMPONENTS 
150~--------------r---------------.-----------------------------~ 

m 
S- MAP 

DX = 2.54 m 
DY = 412 m 
VB-= 11 00 m/s 

• SHOT 

50 TRACES 
K:l:,: OFF 
FILTER: 400 - 600 Hz 

v GEOPHONE 
10oT----------------H~~----------~---------------.--------------~ 

----

50 ~------~~~7__r--------------_+--------------~----------------

.... GALLERY 1 

______________ ~50~~R=O~A=D~W~A~Y~ __ _=10~O ____________ ~1~50~ __________ ~~OmX 

Figure 5 Result of migration after polarization analy i . Only 50 trace from the left pa rt of the reOection 
survey were used . 
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from a fault which is 40 m nearer to the roadway and which screens off the 
fau lt continuation, if it doe continue. T he shape of the anomaly coincides very 
weIl with a reflecting element which was reconstructed from a COP-stack of 
envelope . Thi reflector is drawn in figure 5 a a broken line. That part wruch 
can be "seen" with the used traces is shown as a heavy line. 

The small anomaly occurring near the roadway at 175 m can be interpreted 
as an event which was mapped in the wrong direction . Whenever the com
pressional component of the reflected channel wave has a larger amplitude than 
the hear component, the angle derived in polarization analy is will give the 
direction of the compressional part. In the migration procedure this angle will be 
interpreted a representing shear and the event will be mapped in a direction which 
deviates 90 degrees from the correct direction. 

Figure 6 hows the re ult of rotated lag-sum processing. The shape of the con
tour lines demonstrates that the basic principle of thi method i to distribute 
amplitudes along ellipses. In tho e areas where amplitudes do not stack con-

MIGRATION WITH TWO COMPONENTS (ELS) 
150r-~-------------.---------------.--------------------------------. 
m 

S- MAP (ROTATION) 

OX = 2,5L.m 
OY = L.,22 m 
VEL= 1106m/s 

• SHOT 

50 TRACES 
AGC : OFF 
FILTER : L.OO - 600 Hz 

v GEOPHONE 
100+----.~~~~---H~r_----------~----------------._------------~ 

50++~------r_~~-r~~----------~------------~~~------~~--~ 

v v v v v v 

50 ROADWAY 100 150 200m X 
------------------~~~~~------------------------------------~ 

Figure 6 Result of rotated lag-sum proces ing. The same 50 trace as in fig . 5 were used. 
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tructively the ellipses are vi ible amigration noi e. The reflecting element parallel 
to the roadway i focu ed better here than in figure 5. The width of the 80 % contour 
here amount to only about 5 m (that is approximately one grid spacing in the 
Y-direction), wherea the contour are up to 20 m wide in figure 5. The reflection 
from gallery 1, which can be seen in figure 5, i po sibly indicated by the asyrnmetry 
of the 50 % contour line around gallery 1 as compared to the right-hand part of 
the anomaly. 

01 CU 10 

With both migration schemes the reflector parallel to the roadway is found 
and correctly positioned. In both ca e the 80 % contour line can be identified as 
the central part of the reflector. This contour is more continuous and better 
focused in the ELS-map than in the map obtained using migration after polarization 
analy iso The latter method retrieves the reflection from gallery 1. This reflection ·is 
but vaguely indicated in the ELS-map. 

From this experiment alone it i difficult to give one method preference over the 
other. Migration after polarization analysis is ba ed on information derived from 
the data and it depends completely' on the reliability of this information. Its 
principle may be called "back-propagation", wherea ELS may be called "back
di tribution " . 

Further te ts on everal data et are being performed in order to evaluate the 
merits and shortcomings of the emigration procedure . 

CO CLUSIO 

We have discussed method of velocity analy i and of migration of in-seam 
ei mic data. The e methods are tailored to the pecial requirements of seismic 
urveys in coal eam and a i t in making a more reliable analy i and interpretation 

of the data. 
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